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ABSTRACT: Metalenses, planar lenses realized by placing subwavelength nanostructures that locally impart lenslike phase
shifts to the incident light, are promising as a replacement for refractive optics for their ultrathin, lightweight, and tailorable
characteristics, especially for applications where payload is of significant importance. However, the requirement of fabricating up
to billions of subwavelength structures for centimeter-scale metalenses can constrain size-scalability and mass-production for
large lenses. In this Letter, we demonstrate a centimeter-scale, all-glass metalens capable of focusing and imaging at visible
wavelength, using deep-ultraviolet (DUV) projection stepper lithography. Here, we show size-scalability and potential for mass-
production by fabricating 45 metalenses of 1 cm diameter on a 4 in. fused-silica wafer. The lenses show diffraction-limited
focusing behavior for any homogeneously polarized incidence at visible wavelengths. The metalens’ performance is quantified
by the Strehl ratio and the modulation transfer function (MTF), which are then compared with commercial refractive spherical
and aspherical singlet lenses of similar size and focal length. We further explore the imaging capabilities of our metalens using a
color-pixel sCMOS camera and scanning-imaging techniques, demonstrating potential applications for virtual reality (VR)
devices or biological imaging techniques.
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With the expansion of market demand for low-weight
optical imaging systems such as virtual reality (VR),

augmented reality (AR), and mixed reality (MR) devices;
drone cameras; and even an orbital satellite’s imaging system,
the need for compact, lightweight, cost-effective, and high-
quality large-aperture lenses is expanding.1−4 Especially for the
AR/VR/MR industry, the development of lightweight,
centimeter-scale lenses, larger than a human eye’s pupil, is of
paramount importance.5−7 A large-aperture lens enables better
imaging under low-light conditions and a larger field of view.

One of the main concerns in making large lenses in
refractive optics is that their aberrations increase with
diameter.8,9 For common spherical lenses, with the thickness
of the lens varying from the center to the edge forming a
spherical surface, the normal incident light travels through
different optical path lengths and arrives at the focal plane with
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different phase delay. This leads to spherical aberration and
results in an aberrated focal spot. Such aberration is present in
all spherical lenses deviating from the aplanatic condition9 and
is usually compensated with costly approaches such as
exploiting aspheric surfaces, cascading different lenses, or
using high-refractive-index materials.10,11 The weight of bulk
refractive optics makes it even less advantageous in terms of
low-weight optical systems.
Over the past few years, a different class of diffractive optical

elements which can overcome certain limits of refractive optics
have been introduced: metasurfaces.12−17 They are realized by
placing subwavelength spaced structures on a planar surface to
locally control phase, polarization, and amplitude of the
transmitted light and are tailored by design optical effects such
as the generalized Snell’s law.18 Recent works have shown that
such metasurfaces can have features that any single refractive
element cannot possess: broadband correction of bulk
refractive optics,19,20 broadband achromatic focusing,7,21,22

polarization and wavelength dependent functions,23−26 polar-
ization state generation,27−30 and polarimetry.31−34 A metasur-
face that works as a lens is referred to as a metalens.6,7,17,21 It
has been shown that metalenses have larger angular trans-
mission compared to Fresnel lenses, which suffer the
unfavorable shadowing effect due to their sawtooth surface
profile.35 Recent advanced topology optimization has shown
that a metalens can exceed focusing efficiency of 93%.36

Most metalenses have so far been fabricated with e-beam
lithography which, however, is not suitable for size-scalability
and mass-production. Recently, stepper lithography and

imprint lithography have been used to overcome these
limitations.5,37−40 In a previous report, we introduced a data
compression algorithm, coined METAC, for reticle writing of
centimeter-scale radially symmetric metasurfaces and fabri-
cated amorphous silicon-based metalenses in near-infrared.37

We showed the possibility of large-area metalens mass
manufacturing with conventional semiconductor fabrication
tools, the 5× reduction i-line (λ = 365 nm) stepper
lithography. In addition, we demonstrated that a single 2 cm
diameter metalens working in near-infrared can fulfill the ideal
thin-lens equation and therefore evade spherical aberration.41

Here, we present design, fabrication by deep-ultraviolet
(DUV) lithography, and characterization of mass-producible,
centimeter-scale metalenses made of the most common
refractive lens material, glass, capable of focusing and imaging
at visible wavelengths. Unlike previous studies which needed a
separate deposition process of high-refractive-index dielectric
materials, such as silicon,37,40 titanium dioxide (TiO2),

21,42

silicon nitride (SiN),37 or gallium nitride (GaN),39 on a
transparent substrate to realize a metalens, here we use low-
refractive-index fused silica (SiO2) as both substrate and
constituent material43 to demonstrate a single-material metal-
ens with obvious advantages in terms of mass-production time,
simpler fabrication process, and cost.
We have designed a metalens of 1 cm diameter (d), 5 cm

focal length ( f), corresponding to a 0.1 numerical aperture
(NA), optimized for diffraction-limited focusing in normal
incidence at λd = 633 nm. To achieve the required
subwavelength structure sizes (a few hundred nanometers),

Figure 1. Metalens design and simulation results. (a) Phase response library of SiO2 nanopillars with different base diameters ranging from 250 to
600 nm on the SiO2 substrate, and with an edge-to-edge gap of 250 nm for all calculated elements. The library is obtained for nanopillar heights
(H) of 1.5 and 2.0 μm, and for sidewall tapering angles of 0° (vertical) and 2.85° obtained from fabrication results, respectively. (b) Ideal (line)
phase profile for the designed metalens and the digitized (dots) phase profile realized by placing nanopillars with respect to the radial position of
the lens. The areas with phase of 0 and 2π radians represent empty areas. (c) 2-dimensional reduced lens FDTD simulation of the designed
metalens with simulation parameters of d = 500 μm, f = 2.5 mm, NA = 0.1, λd = 633 nm, and H = 1.5 μm with vertical sidewalls. Empty areas are
included in the simulation to account for empty areas in the actual lens design. (d) Intensity distribution at the focal plane of part c, at z = 2.5 mm,
showing diffraction-limited focusing behavior.
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we use DUV projection stepper lithography with source
wavelength of 248 nm (KrF) to fabricate the metalens.
Assuming infinitely corrected, normal incidence on the

metalens, the propagation phase at the focal point f from radial
pos i t ion r of the meta lens can be wri t ten as

r r f( ) ( )2 2 2
d

φ + +π
λ

, where φ(r) is the local transmittance

phase at r. To ensure constructive interference at f, φ(r) must
compensate for the phase difference between the marginal ray
and the chief ray (r = 0). Writing this in the form of an
equation gives us the phase profile of the lens:6,19,35,37,39,40,42

r r f f( ) (0)
2

( ( ) )
d

2 2φ φ π
λ

= − + −
(1)

where we arbitrarily set φ(0) as 2π.
To realize the target phase given by eq 1, we construct a

library of phase-shifting structures that allows us to create a
locally controlled metalens phase profile. We use cylindrical
SiO2 nanopillars of varying diameters to control phase delay.
The rotationally symmetric elements ensure polarization-
insensitive focusing. To simulate the phase response of the
nanopillars, we use the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
simulation tool (Lumerical Inc.) to numerically obtain the
relative phase of transmitted light for various pillar diameters
with respect to the case of light propagation in air. We assume
the minimal lithographically resolvable feature size to be nearly

equal to 248 nm. Thus, to allow the densest distribution of the
nanopillars, we maintain a 250 nm edge-to-edge gap between
the nanopillars rather than a fixed center-to-center distance.37

In addition, we limit the minimum and maximum base
diameters of the nanopillars to 250 and 600 nm, respectively,
to remain above the lithographic tool resolution limit and
below the design wavelength, respectively. We obtain the
transmission phase library of SiO2 nanopillars with height H =
1.5 μm, as shown in Figure 1a, plotted in black circles, which is
used for creating the CAD file for reticle writing. The phase
shifts of the pillars are calculated relative to the area without
pillars (reference phase assumed as zero). Note that, even with
phase shifts by the empty areas being considered as zero, the
library obtained does not fully cover the entire 0 to 2π phase,
for which fulfillment is normally considered as a necessity to
have a high-efficiency metalens.
During our fabrication process, we find that the fabricated

SiO2 nanopillars have tapered sidewalls that differ from what
we simulated for the library due to fabrication process
imperfections. Through scanning electron microscope imaging,
we find that the nanopillars retain the base diameters as
designed, but the top of the pillars suffers an average tapering
angle of 2.85° (0° being vertical, see Figure 2b). Such sidewall
tapering inevitably results in a difference in phase response
from the original design, which is also simulated and plotted in
blue triangles in Figure 1a. We see that the tapering results in

Figure 2. Fabrication process, SEM images of fabricated lens, and photograph of fabricated wafer. (a) Fabrication process of the designed metalens
using the selective etching process. Deposited chrome (Cr) film is dry-etched on a 100 mm diameter SiO2 wafer with a patterned DUV resist as the
etch mask using Cl2. SiO2 is thermodynamically protected against chemical etching by Cl2 plasma. The SiO2 wafer is then dry-etched using Cr as
the etch mask with fluoride gas. Cr experiences a low etch rate under fluoride plasma. When the height of the etched pillars reaches 2.0 μm, residual
Cr is again dry-etched using Cl2 leaving only SiO2 structures. (b) Zoom-in SEM image (tiled) of nanopillars of the metalens. The top of the pillar
exhibits lateral etching, and the bottom diameter of the pillar remains the same as designed; thus, there is a sidewall angle of 2.85°. (c) Top-view
SEM image near the center, and the inset shows the image of the edge of the lens. Scale bar in the inset represents 10 μm. (d) Photograph of 45
fabricated 1 cm metalenses on a 100 mm (4 in.) diameter SiO2 wafer, focusing incident light to a white sheet of paper.
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even lower phase coverage. Instead of redesigning the metalens
and refabricating the photolithography mask (reticle), we try
to compensate for such phase loss in the library by increasing
the nanopillar height to H = 2.0 μm. The calculated phase is
plotted in red diamonds in Figure 1a. This height is used for
fabrication of the metalenses.
The effect of such phase compensation by increasing the

height becomes clear when we place the nanopillars on the
design structure corresponding to the required spatial phase
profile φ(r). Figure 1b shows the phase of the nanopillars at
each radial position r, designed to closely match the target
phase φ(r). Note that the required phase is plotted in modulus
of 2π. When we use the initial “designed” library with H = 1.5
μm and vertical sidewalls to place the nanopillars at each radial
position, while maintaining the constant edge-to-edge distance
of 250 nm, we see that the phase of the nanopillars matches
well with the target phase, except for the region not covered by
the library. The regions that cannot be filled due to the
incomplete library are left without any nanopillars. The phases
of the empty areas are plotted as zero or 2π phase, whichever is
closer to the required values. The area of the empty region is
approximately 24.3% of the total lens area. This significantly
reduces the CAD file size and reticle writing time. The phase of
the tapered sidewall nanopillars with the same diameters as
designed, but with heights of 1.5 and 2.0 μm, is plotted in blue
triangles and red diamonds, respectively. As a result, we see
that the phase loss by the tapering is partially compensated by
the height increase.
We then investigate the effects of the empty areas on the

focusing profile of the lens by simulating the metalens with
empty spaces. Instead of simulating the entire 1 cm diameter
metalens, which is not yet possible because of the limits of
computational resources, we performed a calculation of a
cylindrical metalens with parameters d = 500 μm, f = 2.5 mm,
and the same NA = 0.1 using the H = 1.5 μm (vertical) library.
The empty areas are present in the simulation. The results of
simulation that show the focusing behavior of the simulated
metalens along the optical axis and the normalized intensity
across the focal plane are plotted in Figure 1c,d, respectively. In
the simulation, the metalens is placed at z = 0, along the x-axis.
Light of wavelength λ = 633 nm is incident from along the z-
axis, propagating toward the positive z-direction. From Figure
1c, we see that the intensity is maximum at the design focal
point, z = 2.5 mm, showing that the metalens is focusing as
intended.
From Figure 1d, the intensity distribution at the focal plane

z = 2.5 mm, we see that the focusing profile closely resembles
that of the theoretical focal spot shape, the Airy pattern. The
Gaussian fitted full-width half-maximum (fwhm) of the center
intensity is obtained as 3.23 μm. The fwhm of the ideal,
diffraction-limited focal spot by an ideal lens of NA = 0.1 at
incidence wavelength λd = 633 nm is approximately 3.25 μm,
which closely matches the simulation. The difference between
the calculated and the ideal fwhm is due to the Gaussian fitting,
which gives us a slightly reduced value from the ideal focal
spot’s fwhm. This simulation result tells us that, even with the
empty region, we can still create a metalens with diffraction-
limited focusing but at the cost of focusing efficiency loss.
Figure 2a shows the schematics of the fabrication process of

our metalens. On a 500 μm thick, 100 mm diameter fused
silica (SiO2) wafer, we deposit 100 nm thick chrome (Cr),
which will later act as a hard mask for etching SiO2. An
antireflective coating (ARC) layer followed by a DUV

photoresist layer is formed on the Cr-coated substrate by
spin-coating and baking. The ARC layer suppresses back
reflection from the substrate during DUV exposure, ensuring
more accuracy in the lithography process. After coating of the
resist, we perform DUV projection stepper lithography with
the reticle written accordingly to the metalens design.
The reticle for the projection lithography is written using a

Heidelberg DWL 2000 mask writer, with feature sizes of the
lens magnified by 4 times to accommodate for the image
reduction in the stepper. The computer-generated design for
the reticle writing is obtained through our metasurface
compression (METAC) algorithm employing rotational
symmetry of the lens as we had previously demonstrated, in
GDSII format (see the Supporting Information, SI, Figure
S1).37 45 dies of 1 cm metalens are exposed on the wafer, with
the center-to-center distance being 1.1 cm, which is the
maximum number of usable dies on the 100 mm diameter
wafer with reasonable edge-to-edge spacing for dicing and
handling.
The exposed substrate is then put through postexposure

bake, water rinse, and spin-dry processes to have the resist
form the metalens pattern on the substrate. The pattern is then
transferred to the ARC layer and Cr layer sequentially by
reactive ion etching (RIE) with argon/oxygen (Ar/O2) and
inductive-coupled plasma RIE (ICP-RIE) with chlorine (Cl2),
respectively, with the resist pattern being the etch mask. As the
chemical reaction of SiO2 with Cl2 is an endothermic process,
SiO2 is thermodynamically protected from chemical etching by
the Cl2 plasma; therefore, Cl2 provides high etch selectivity for
Cr over SiO2. This allows selective etching of the Cr layer,
while etching of the SiO2 substrate is minimized. After the
metalens pattern is transferred to the Cr layer, we remove the
ARC and the DUV resist using O2 plasma, leaving only the Cr
pattern on the substrate. The ARC and the DUV resist layers
are removed to prevent the SiO2 plasma etching process from
being compromised by the formation of excessive carbon
polymers.
The SiO2 substrate is then etched using ICP-RIE with

trifluoromethane/argon (CHF3/Ar) plasma until the etch
depth reaches 2 μm, using the Cr pattern as the etch mask.
After SiO2 etching, we finally remove the remaining Cr using
ICP-RIE with Cl2 plasma. Although CHF3 has slow Cr
chemical etch speed compared to that of the SiO2 so that Cr is
suitable as an etch mask, the ionic bombardment from the
plasma physically etches the Cr pattern in both the vertical and
lateral direction during the SiO2 etching process. This results
in sidewall tapering of the nanopillars that was aforementioned.
The shape of the tapered sidewall nanopillars observed with
tilted imaging by scanning electron microscope (SEM) is
shown in Figure 2b. Figure 2c shows zoomed out SEM images
of the fabricated metalens near the center and at the edge
(inset). Figure 2d shows the photograph of an entire fabricated
100 mm diameter wafer, consisting of 45 metalenses of 1 cm in
diameter, each of which is focusing incident light to a white
sheet of paper. More detailed SEM images of the fabricated
metalens are provided in Figure S2. From the SEM images, we
see that nanopillars smaller than 300 nm in diameter are
destroyed from the lateral etching of the Cr mask during the
SiO2 etching process: the Cr mask for those pillars was etched
away so that the SiO2 pillars were exposed to ICP-RIE plasma
and themselves were etched away. The destroyed area can be
approximated as nearly planarized, so that they will only diffuse
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the incident light and provide scattered phase close to that of
the empty areas.
To quantify the quality of the fabricated metalens, we

perform various characterizations: focusing efficiency, point
spread function, modulation transfer function (MTF), and
Strehl ratio measurements. To correctly measure the lens
quality, one must ensure that the intensity distribution of
incident light is uniform across the lens. As many of the
collimating optical sources exhibit Gaussian intensity distribu-
tion, and if the intensity distribution upon the lens is as such,
we obtain Gaussian focusing (Figure S3) instead of the
diffraction-limited Airy disk profile. This issue does not
typically arise for characterizing millimeter-scale lenses but
becomes critical for larger lenses. Here, we use a near-uniform
distribution of incidence intensity upon the lens by having a
collimated beam in the order of few centimeters in diameter to
evade such an effect.
Figure 3a−c shows the false-colored point spread functions

of our metalens, an aspheric lens (33-944, Edmund Optics, d =
2.5 cm, f = 5 cm), and a similar-sized plano-convex lens
(LA1213-A-BK7, Thorlabs Inc., d = 1.27 cm, f = 5 cm)
resembling our designed metalens, respectively. An aperture
stop with a diameter of 1.15 cm was placed in front of the
aspheric lens to match the NA to that of the metalens. All are
measured along the propagation direction (z-axis) with 5 μm
resolution at λ = 633 nm, unpolarized incidence. The designed

focal planes of the two point-spread functions were recentered
to z = 0 for comparison, where the lens is placed on the left of
the image, and the incident beam is propagating in the positive
z-direction. The dotted lines are drawn to mark significant
focal planes. While the metalens shows incident light being
focused to a single point along the propagation axis as shown
in Figure 3a, void of spherical aberration, the aspheric lens
shows elongation of point-spread function in the z-direction
with its ring patterns appearing after the focus (Figure 3b)
indicating a negative spherical aberration. The plano-convex
lens (Figure 3c) exhibits a longer tail of focusing along the z-
axis with highest-intensity focal spot being further away from
the lens, which is a characteristic of a positive spherical
aberration. Each of the marked focal planes on Figure 3c
caused by the spherical aberration are typically referred to as
(1) paraxial ray focus, (2) circle of least confusion, and (3)
marginal ray focus, respectively, from ray-tracing diagrams.44

Detailed ray-tracing diagrams of the refractive lenses derived
from the manufacturer data confirming such positive and
negative spherical aberrations are provided in Figure S4.
From the intensity measurement at the focal plane of the

metalens, we find that the focusing efficiency for unpolarized
incidence is 45.6% for the designed wavelength. The focusing
efficiency was measured by using an iris to only collect power
contained in the region from the center to the first bright ring
of the Airy disk focal spot, then divided by the power of the

Figure 3. Comparison of a fabricated metalens with a commercial plano-convex lens. (a) Measured intensity distributions along the x−z plane of
the metalens at λ = 633 nm. Dashed line at z = 0 represents the focal plane. (b) Focusing behavior of a commercial aspheric lens (Edmund Optics
33-944, f = 5 cm, D = 2.5 cm) at λ = 633 nm with a 1.15 cm diameter aperture stop. (c) Focusing behavior of a commercial plano-convex lens
(LA1213-A, Thorlabs Inc., f = 5 cm, D = 1.27 cm) at λ = 633 nm. Dashed lines labeled 1−3 represent positions of paraxial ray focus, circle of least
confusion, and marginal ray focus, respectively, resulting from spherical aberration of the lens. (d) Modulation transfer functions (MTFs) of ideal
and measured lenses. Solid and dashed lines represent MTFs of ideal diffraction-limited lenses with NA of 0.1, 0.115, and 0.125 for the metalens,
aspheric lens, and plano-convex lens, respectively. The MTFs were measured at the focal planes of the metalens, aspheric lens, and plano-convex
lens, respectively, and at other planes of interest for the plano-convex lens, respectively. (e−i) Point-spread function images of the metalens, the
aspheric lens, and the plano-convex lens, respectively, followed by the images of the plano-convex lens at other planes of interest, respectively.
Intensity distribution of the focal spots. Dashed lines represent the ideal focal spot profile for (j) NA = 0.1, (k), NA = 0.115, and (l−n) NA = 0.125,
respectively. The corresponding Strehl ratios (SRs) are 0.95, 0.49, 0.22, 0.17, and 0.15, respectively.
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incident beam. The loss of low focusing efficiency can be
attributed to mainly the incomplete phase coverage, empty
areas in the metalens which contributed to strong zeroth order
diffraction, fabrication imperfections such as sidewall tapering
and destruction of smallest diameter nanopillars, diffraction to
unwanted higher orders, and reflection from SiO2−air and
nanopillar−air boundaries. The measured diffraction efficien-
cies at the edge of the metalens (Figure S5), where the local
nanopillars perform as a blazed grating (Figure S2c,d), also
show similar results.
A common method of characterizing the performance of a

lens in the camera industry is the modulation transfer function
(MTF), a quantitative measure of a lens’ ability to transfer
contrast information from the object plane to the image plane
with respect to spatial frequency which is represented by the
number of line pair per mm (lp/mm), where the line pair is a
pair of opaque and transparent bars of equal width. The MTF
measurement of a lens represents how much, in terms of
percentage, the object’s contrast between the opaque and
transparent can be reproduced at the image plane at a given
spatial frequency. It represents therefore the image quality
formed by the measured lens in terms of both spatial resolution
and contrast in one graph.45,46

To measure the MTF, we use an industry-grade lens testing
bench (LensCheck, Optikos Corp.), which obtains the MTF
from the Fourier transform of the focal spot’s spatial
intensity.45,46 Figure 3d shows MTF results for ideal
diffraction-limited lenses, metalens, aspheric lens, and various
focal planes of the plano-convex lens, respectively, at λ = 633
nm (HNL S008R, Thorlabs Inc.). The solid and dotted plots
labeled as diffraction limits represent the ideal lens’ MTF,
mathematically derived for NA = 0.1, 0.115, and 0.125 circular
aperture lenses, respectively, with λ = 633 nm incidence.46

Each NA value corresponds to diffraction-limited metalens,
aspheric, and plano-convex lens, respectively. The plot shows

that the metalens’ MTF is very close to that of the diffraction-
limited lens, and that of the aspheric lens (NA = 0.115) and
the plano-convex lens (NA = 0.125) suffers severe contrast loss
because of spherical aberration. The point where the
diffraction-limited MTF contrast becomes zero is called the
cutoff frequency (υ0), given by 0

2NAυ =
λ
, which are calculated

as 316, 363.3, and 395 lp/mm for metalens, aspheric lens, and
plano-convex lens, respectively.46

In addition to determining the image quality, MTF
information can be used for determining the alignment
tolerance of the lens in an imaging system.11,46,47 From
defocused MTF measurements (Figure S6a−d) and tilted
incidence MTF (Figure S6e−h and Table S1), we can infer
how much misalignment of the lens in the system can be
allowed. From the MTF measurements, the depth of focus of
metalens is found to be 31 μm, and the angular field of view is
found to be 2° (see the Methods section and Figure S6). With
this information on the lens and specifications of a given
imaging sensor, one can determine how much misalignment in
terms of defocus and tilt is tolerable, which is crucial
information in mass-production of a camera system.
Another widely used characterization of a lens is the Strehl

ratio,46 which is the comparison of the center peak intensity of
a measured focal spot with that of an ideal focal spot. For a
uniformly illuminated lens free of any aberration, its focal spot
becomes the Fourier transform of the lens’ aperture. The focal
spot pattern by a diffraction-limited lens with a circular
aperture is called the Airy pattern, constituting concentric rings
around a bright spot at the center. In the presence of
aberration, the intensity at the center, or the core intensity of
an Airy pattern, becomes redistributed to outer Airy rings so
that the center intensity becomes smaller than that of the ideal
intensity. The Strehl ratio, the ratio between the aberrated and
ideal core intensity, therefore, provides information on the

Figure 4. Wavelength-dependent focusing behavior. (a−d) Focal spot images of the metalens with incident wavelengths at 488, 532, 633, and 660
nm, respectively. The measured focal lengths ( f) for each wavelength are 61.8, 56.9, 50.0, and 45.4 mm, respectively. (e−h) Theoretical focal spot
images obtained from the Kirchoff integral. The NA values in the figures are calculated from the measured focal lengths for each wavelength. (i−l)
Comparison of ideal intensity profile (dashed line) and measured focusing profile (solid line) for each incident wavelength. The Strehl ratios (SRs)
are 0.91, 0.90, 0.95, and 0.88, respectively.
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relative quality of the lens performance in a single number. The
Strehl ratio is 1 for a lens free of any aberration, and a lens with
a Strehl ratio over 0.8 is conventionally considered as
diffraction-limited by Marećhal criterion.48

Figure 3e−g shows focal spot images of the metalens, the
aspheric lens, and the plano-convex lens, respectively, followed
by Figure 3h,i showing focal spot images of the plano-convex
lens at planes 2 and 3, respectively. The focal spot profile of the
metalens shows distinct disks up to the first ring, whereas those
of the aspheric and plano-convex lens show many more
concentric rings. From the focal spot intensity profiles, we
calculate the Strehl ratio by performing the following: We first
normalize the experimental focal spot intensity profile followed
by an integration to calculate power within the area up to the
second dark ring for the metalens and fourth dark ring for the
aspheric lens and the plano-convex lens, whose intensities are
resolvable by the CCD without exceeding the saturation
intensity. We do the same for their corresponding ideal Airy
patterns, obtained for NA = 0.1, 0.115, and 0.125 for metalens,
aspheric lens, and plano-convex lens, respectively. Subse-
quently, for instance, we multiplied a factor such that the
obtained powers of the metalens and the ideal Airy disk are the
same. After overlapping the normalized intensity profiles of the
measured and the ideal one, the ratio of the central intensity
values gives Strehl ratio. Figure 3j−n shows a comparison of
the normalized ideal Airy function (dotted lines) with the
measured intensity distribution (solid lines), respectively, from
which we obtain a Strehl ratio of 0.95 for the metalens, 0.49 for
the aspheric lens, and 0.22, 0.17, and 0.15 for the planes 1−3
of the plano-convex lens, respectively. This result also reasserts
that the fabricated metalens is performing as a diffraction-
limited lens.

Figure 4a−d shows the measured focal spot images,
obtained for incidence wavelengths of 488, 532, 633, and
660 nm, respectively. Although the metalens was designed for
633 nm incidence and has chromatic aberration, we see that
the metalens can still focus other visible wavelengths, and the
focal spots are still diffraction-limited at their respective focal
planes of wavelengths. The different focal lengths for each
wavelength due to chromatic aberration are measured as 61.8,
56.9, 50.0, and 45.4 mm, respectively. The measured focal
lengths translate to NA values of 0.081, 0.088, 0.10, and 0.11,
respectively. Note that the focal spot sizes closely resemble
each other even with different incidence wavelengths. For
diffractive lenses, the focal length is inversely proportional to
the angular frequency (ω) of light,21 resulting in the NA values
being proportional to the wavelength. As the radius of the first
dark ring in the Airy disk is 0.61λ/NA when aberrations are
negligible, the wavelength-dependence of NA therefore cancels
the wavelength factor in the numerator resulting in the
constant focal spot sizes. A similar effect has been observed in
metasurface axicons.49

Figure 4e−h shows the calculated focal spot images,
obtained from performing the Kirchhoff integral for a perfect
lens with the obtained NA values. We see that the focusing
profile for each incident wavelength closely matches that of
calculated ideal focusing profiles. By comparing the ideal Airy
pattern for each NA with the measured focusing profile up to
the second dark ring, as plotted in Figure 4i−l, we obtain
Strehl ratios of 0.91, 0.90, 0.95, and 0.88, respectively,
indicating that we have diffraction-limited focusing for other
visible wavelengths as well. The reason for such a performance
for nondesigned wavelengths can be attributed to the metalens’
low NA because the wavefront error mainly results in focal
length shift.35

Figure 5. Imaging with the metalens. (a) Schematic of VR-like AMOLED screen imaging. A relay lens is used to maintain image parity at the
sCMOS camera. (b) Image of the Harvard logo on the AMOLED screen. (c) Image obtained from a color sCMOS camera at the metalens focal
plane. Due to chromatic aberration, only red pixels are imaged at the sCMOS. The Harvard logos are trademarks of the University and are used
with the permission of the President and Fellows of Harvard College. (d) Schematic of reflective scanning microscopy using the metalens. A two-
dimensional galvano mirror scans and deflects the incident He−Ne laser beam at a wavelength of 633 nm, and the deflected beam is expanded by a
pair of lenses (Lens 1, 2). The expanded beam is then incident on the metalens at an angle and is focused by the metalens on the resolution target.
The imaging target partially reflects the focused incidence back toward the metalens. The metalens then collects the reflection, and the reflected
intensity at a deflected point is recorded by the photodiode. The intensity recording is performed point-by-point over a square area of 324.35 μm ×
324.35 μm, with scanning resolution of 0.998 μm/pixel. (e, f) Recorded images of a USAF resolution chart and a Siemens star using scanning
imaging, respectively.
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In addition to various metalens characterizations, we also
showcase the imaging capability of the fabricated 1 cm
metalens with two different methods: direct imaging of an
AMOLED display, and reflective scanning imaging to show the
application of the metalens to different imaging techniques.
Figure 5a shows the schematic of our direct imaging of the
AMOLED display setup.50 We first provide an image on the
AMOLED screen of a mobile phone and have a relay lens
collect and invert the image on the screen. Then, the collected
image from the relay lens is passed through our 1 cm metalens,
and the image is formed on a sCMOS color sensor camera
placed near the metalens’ focal plane (see the Methods section
for details). Figure 5b shows the image of the full-color
Harvard logo displayed on the AMOLED screen, and Figure
5c shows the image on the color sCMOS camera. Although the
image on the mobile phone is formed by combinations of red,
green, and blue pixels (Figure S7b), as the metalens suffers
chromatic aberration, the sCMOS camera only images what is
visible on the focal plane for red color incidence. The
chromatic aberration is still visible as the blurring of the
obtained image, due to the red AMOLED pixels having a finite
bandwidth. More direct imaging examples are provided in
Figure S7 of the SI.
Figure 5d shows the schematic of our reflective scanning

imaging apparatus, similar to a confocal scanning micro-
scope,51−55 using a large metalens for simultaneous light
focusing and collection. From incidence angle variation MTF
results discussed above (Figure S6e−h), we see that we can
tolerate a tilted incidence of ±1°, leading to a 2° field of view,
while maintaining diffraction-limited focusing at the focal
plane. The 2° angular field of view translates to a horizontal
field of view with 1.75 mm diameter circle at the focal plane.
Within such a region, the focal spot of the metalens is
diffraction-limited. In the imaging setup, a collimated 633 nm
laser beam is first deflected by a Galvano mirror scanner at an
angle, which is in turn expanded by a pair of refractive lenses
(Lens 1, 2). The expanded beam is then incident on a metalens
at an angle. The metalens then focuses the incident beam to a
target of interest. A portion of focused light is then reflected
from the imaging target and is collected by the metalens. The
collected light is sent back through the initial beam path but is
reflected to a photodiode (PD) by a beam splitter. Lens 3 and
an iris are placed before the PD to ensure that the PD only
receives reflected light from the imaging target. The PD then
records the reflected intensity from the target in a point-by-
point manner, while the Galvano mirror scanner deflects the
beam, scanning the target of interest. The intensity recording is
performed point-by-point over a square area of 324.35 μm ×
324.35 μm, smaller than the horizontal field of view, with
deflection steps corresponding to the spatial resolution of
0.998 μm/pixel. The collected point-by-point reflection
intensity is then used to reconstruct the image of the target
of interest.
Figure 5e,f shows the reconstructed images of positive 1951

USAF resolution target group 6 and 7, and Siemens star sector
10D at its center (R1L1S1P, Thorlabs Inc.), where the bright
areas are patterned with Cr, and dark areas are the glass
substrate. From MTF results, we recall that the cutoff spatial
frequency of the metalens is 316 lp/mm, which translates to
individual line widths of 1.58 μm. However, due to the
resolvable intensity levels the PD can discretize, combined with
the spatial resolution derived from the Galvano mirror, higher-
numbered target elements are not well-resolved in the

reconstructed image. Also, we note that as we are using the
reflective scanning method, we see shadows of the corners in
the pattern due to the Cr thickness. We also perform reflective
scanning imaging with negative test target patterns, with the
plano-convex lens instead of metalens, and transmissive
scanning imaging with metalens for demonstration, which
can be found in the SI, Figure S8 and Table S2. The present
scanning method can be implemented for a low-cost biological
sample imaging, and even for a fluorescence scanning imaging
technique with some modifications to the apparatus.51−55

In summary, we present a mass-producible, 1 cm diameter,
single-material (fused silica), polarization-insensitive, chro-
matic metalens working in the visible wavelength. From MTF
and Strehl ratio measurements, we find that the fabricated
metalens’ focusing profile is diffraction-limited, even with
incomplete 0 to 2π phase coverage in the design and
fabrication imperfections, at the cost of focusing efficiency.
We believe that the loss of focusing efficiency can be overcome
by improving phase coverage using higher-resolution stepper
lithography with a shorter wavelength source, such as 198 nm
(ArF) DUV projection lithography, 198 nm DUV immersion
lithography, or even 13.5 nm extreme-ultraviolet (EUV)
lithography. In addition, optimizing the fabrication processes
such as ICP-RIE etching conditions to ensure vertical
sidewalls, or conversely, implementing detailed structure
shapes derived from fabrication in the design step could also
further improve the efficiency. We also demonstrate different
imaging applications: direct imaging of an AMOLED display as
a mock-up for VR imaging and scanning imaging technique
applicable for biological imaging. Both techniques show
consistent imaging results that agree with the metalens
characterization results.

Methods. Fabrication. The reticle of the designed lens is
written on a photoresist and a Cr-coated 6 in. quartz mask
using a DWL2000 laser pattern generator and direct write tool
(Heidelberg). The photoresist layer with laser written pattern
is developed using the AZ 300 MIF developer (Merck), whose
developed pattern is then used as the etch mask for Cr wet
etch. The resist layer is stripped and rinsed to ensure a clean
surface. Chrome with 100 nm thickness is deposited on RCA
cleaned 100 mm fused silica wafers using either sputter
deposition or e-beam evaporation. ARC and DUV resist layers
on the Cr-coated wafers are formed by spin-coating and baking
DUV-24P ARC (Brewer Science) and UV210 resist (Shipley),
respectively. The correct focus and dose conditions for the 248
nm wavelength (KrF) DUV exposure are initially predeter-
mined using advanced lithography optimization software
(PROLITH, KLA-Tencor), and later fine-tuned through
iteration with actual projection lithography processes (PAS
5500/300C DUV Stepper, ASML). Projection lithography of
4:1 reduction is performed with a DUV lens column of 0.63
NA, conventional illumination condition. The exposed
substrates are then processed through postexposure bake and
develop (AZ 726 MIF, Merck). All coating, baking, and
developing are performed using the Suss MicroTech gamma
cluster tool to ensure consistent results. The plasma etchings of
Cr and SiO2 are performed on a Trion Minilock III ICP etcher
and Oxford PlasmaLab 100 ICP system, respectively.

Characterization. Focal spot images and images for point-
spread-functions are obtained by using a LensCheck instru-
ment (Optikos Corp.), with fiber-coupled lasers as the light
source. Lasers with emission wavelengths at 488 nm (OBIS-
488-80LS, Coherent), 532 nm (Ventus 532, Laser Quantum),
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633 nm (HNLS008R, Thorlabs), and 660 nm (ROUSB-658-
PLR, Ondax) are coupled through a fiber collimator and are
used as a light source for the metalens characterization,
respectively.
AMOLED Screen Imaging. An image of the Harvard logo is

displayed on an AMOLED screen (Galaxy Note 8, Samsung),
and the screen is placed approximately at the focus of an
infinity-corrected tube lens (TTL180-A, Thorlabs) which is
used as a relay lens. The collimated light from the display is
refocused to a sCMOS camera sensor array (PCO Panda 4.2,
PCO-Tech Inc.) using our metalens. The sCMOS camera is
placed on the approximate focal plane of 622 nm wavelength,
which is the maximum intensity wavelength of a red pixel in
the AMOLED display we used (see the Supporting
Information).
Scanning Imaging. Scanning imagings are performed with

a He−Ne laser (3225H-PC Laser Tube, 4020 Power Supply,
Hughes Aircraft Co.) with a beam diameter of 1 mm, which is
3 times expanded before being deflected by the 2D Galvano
mirror system (GVSM002-EC, Thorlabs Inc.). The deflected
beam is 2 times expanded using a pair of 2 in. lenses with focal
lengths of 125 and 250 mm, respectively, with A and AC
coating, respectively. The reflected beam intensity is measured
using a photodiode (DET100A2, Thorlabs Inc.), and image
reconstruction is performed with a custom-made LabView
program.
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